In this work, we propose a novel framework named Region-Aware Network (RANet) to achieve anti-confusing, including heavy occlusion, nearby person and symmetric appearance, for human pose estimation. Specifically, our proposed method addresses three key aspects for human pose estimation, i.e., data augmentation, feature learning and prediction fusion. First, we propose Parsing-based Data Augmentation (PDA) to generate abundant data with confusing textures. Second, we not only propose a Feature Pyramid Stem (FPS) module to learn better low-level features in lower stage; but also incorporate an Effective Region Extraction (ERE) module to investigate better human body-specific features. Third, we introduce Cascade Voting Fusion (CVS) to explicitly leverage the visibility to exclude the deflected predictions and achieve final accurate pose estimation. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our method against the state of the arts with significant improvements on two popular benchmark datasets, including MPII and LSP.
, which is confused by various confusing textures. Bottom: Our predictions that successfully resolve the confusing texture. In case of heavy occlusion, DLCM gets error prediction on ankles, while ours successfully captures the details of basketball shoe and white trouser to give correct prediction. For nearby person, DLCM is confused by the surrounding arms, while ours learns to resist the interference. Moreover, due to human's symmetric similar appearance, DLCM becomes confused between the autologous knees, while ours correctly distinguishes the symmetric joints.
stacks [30, 32] is a key step to improve accuracy of both easy and hard joints. Despite the great success achieved by the above methods, none of these methods address the three aspects simultaneously.
To address the above issues, we propose a novel framework, namely Region-Aware Network (RANet), which comprehensively address the three aspects in human pose estimation at the same time. First, to deal with various kinds of confusing textures, we propose a Parsing based Data Augmentation (PDA) scheme that builds a semantic body part pool, in which the body parts from unknown persons may be mounted on top of the current person. Second, different from the previous methods that focus on learning effective high-level features, we emphasize the important role of the low-level features, and thus propose a Feature Pyramid Stem (FPS) module to make full use of the input images under different resolutions. Third, after getting the prediction at different stages, we propose Cascade Voting Fusion (CVF) to explicitly utilize visibility cues to exclude the deflected predictions and merge the rest predictions in a weighted manner for final accurate pose estimation. To make full use of the effective human body region in the input image, we further propose an Effective Region Extraction (ERE) module to crop the effective region (as shown in Fig. 2 ), according to the estimated bounding box calculated from the intermediate prediction, from the original large image so as to complement more useful details of the human body. The proposed ERE module is complementary to the other three modules since it provides more compact human body information, and thus reduces the effect of the background to extract target-specific features, which are also helpful for the final fusion strategy.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are four-folds:
• We identify different kinds of confusing textures, and then propose a novel parsing based augmentation scheme, which achieves significant improvement on difficult joints, like elbow, wrist, knee and ankle.
• We propose a feature pyramid stem module to learn better low-level features with very small increase of complexity.
• We design a cascade voting fusion module that explicitly leverages the visibility as confidence, which is effective, no additional burden and can be easily applied on other network structures.
• We further introduce the effective region extraction module to investigate more useful details of the target, and achieve state-of-the-art performance on two representative benchmark datasets, i.e., MPII human pose dataset (MPII) [1] and extended Leeds Sports Poses (LSP) [12] . 
Related Work
Previous deep learning based human pose estimation works can be roughly divided into two categories. The first group directly regresses the location coordinates of joints [26, 31] , called regression-based methods; while the second group predicts heatmaps followed by estimating joint locations according to the peak or integration response of heatmap [28, 17] , termed heatmap-based methods. Our work is closely related to the second group while differing from three perspectives.
Data augmentation Conventional data augmentation methods on human pose estimation task [17, 3, 32] mainly performs scaling, rotating and flipping, etc on the training images. Recently, PoseRefiner [8] synthesizes possible input poses and improve the network to identify the erroneous body joint predictions and to refine them. MSR-net [13] introduces keypoint masking to simulate the hard training samples. Different from the previous data augmentation strategies, we propose a novel parsing-based data augmentation scheme that takes advantage of the semantic segmentation mask for limb-region duplication.
Feature Learning Most previous networks [17, 29, 22, 32, 3] focus on learning effective highlevel features for heatmap prediction, which incorporates the stacked hourglass structure [17] that includes down-sampling for feature encoding and up-sampling for heatmap decoding. Before entering the hourglass structure, a rough stem module that converts the input image to smaller feature maps is adopted to reduce the complexity. For instance, stacked hourglass [17] accepts input in resolution of 256 × 256 while generates heatmap of 64 × 64. Simple-baseline [29] and HRNet [22] directly resize the high-resolution input images to low-resolution ones. However, the rough stem module may not make full use of the effective pixel-level information from the raw input images. In contrast, we on one hand propose a multi-scale Feature Pyramid Stem module for better low-level feature learning; on the other hand propose an Effective Region Extraction module for better target-specific features.
Prediction Fusion Prediction fusion strategy is a common solution to improve the hard cases like heavy occlusion, complex body pose or cluttered background. Zhang et. al [32] design a Cascade Prediction Fusion (CPF) network that takes all prediction maps in different semantic levels into considerations for final prediction. Yang et. al [30] concatenate coarse output heatmap with raw input for further point refinement. Compared with these methods, our work for the first time imports the visibility information of each key point as the basis to influence not only training label generation but also final prediction fusion. Then a data pool filled with segmented body parts texture is built, as the red arrow shown. Finally the body parts are mounted on the training data, as the blue arrow illustrated. The body parts texture may occlude the joints or semantically repeat around the joints.
Method

Parsing based Data Augmentation
Semantic Parsing For common human pose estimation methods [17, 29, 24, 22, 32] , data augmentation on scale, rotation, flipping are applied. These augmentation methods are not strong enough to provide robustness against confusing texture resulted from heavey occlusion, nearby person and symmetric appearance. Here, we propose a novel augmentation method by firstly parsing the human body [14, 9] and then semantically add the part texture on the training data, as shown in Fig. 3 . The part texture from parsing could occlude the current person' human body, and thus act as the confusing parts around the original joints.
Comparison to Previous Augmentation Pose-Refiner [30] synthesizes hard joints by only switch keypoints location. Instead, our method synthesizes the texture by simulating the challenging cases.
Compared to the cropped patch in Keypoint-Masking [13] , our proposed PDA provides segmented body parts without background texture. More importantly, our method segments all training images and build a data pool filled with various semantic body parts. Therefore, the body parts from various persons may be mounted on the current person. In addition, we mount the part texture with semantics. For example, the shank texture could only be mounted on or around keens/ankles. As the result, our training data consist of much stronger confusing texture which forces our network to learn ability of anti-confusing.
Feature Pyramid Stem
Stronger Feature in Lower Level Due to the limited model capacity and computation source, typically a feature map in much lower resolution is passed through the heatmap prediction subnetwork, such as 64 × 64 in stacked hourglass [17] and 64 × 48 in simple baseline [29] . It's inevitable to squeeze the information during converting the input image to the lower resolution feature map. We introduce a feature pyramid stem module to learn stronger low-level features. Based on an original downsample network, our feature pyramid stem repeatedly performs the downsample process on different input resolutions until reaching the target feature resolution. Specifically, with the input image of size W × H × 3, the proposed FPS consists of N stems to extract feature. The input of i th stem is in resolution of 1/(
We further add ectopic paths over different stems to enhance the communication between features with the same resolution. For example, based on the stem network in stacked-hourglass [17] that accepts input resolution of 256 × 256 and output heatmap in resolution of 64 × 64. The original downsample process consist of stride ×2 convolution and max pooling. We set N = 3 and the 1 th stem keeps the same with the original downsample process. The 2 th stem accepts input resolution 128 × 128 followed by the similar downsample process except the max pooling. The input resolution of the 3 th stem is 64 × 64 and stride ×1 is applied. Fig. 2 shows the illustration as the orange-masked module. More than this example, the proposed FPS could be widely applied on various feature extraction network.
Relationship to Previous Methods Most existing HPE network architectures consist of high-lowhigh sub-networks that first decline and then raise the feature resolution, like stacked hourglass [17] and simple baseline [29] . Previous works focus on redesigning the high-low-high sub-network, such as pyramid residual module [30] and densely connected U-nets [25] . These modified high-low-high sub-networks indeed produce better features in higher stage, but fail to pay attention to the feature learning in lower stage. In fact, the features in lower stage play an important role in the following heatmap prediction. The proposed FPS actually reinforce the lower-level feature learning.
Effective Region Extraction
Due to the highly degree of freedom in human pose configure, like squatting, up-right, lie-low, the limbs could reach to different scopes. Given an input image of 256 × 256, the full body may occupy different region sizes. In some cases, the pixel region of human appearance could be very small, then much details fail to be fed into the network. Lost of details is one of the main reason that results in confusing. For top-down human pose estimation [20, 11] , an extra detector is applied at first. Previous work [7] has shown that the subtle deviation of bounding box could result in serious errors in pose estimation. We found the heatmaps in lower stages could sever as a free detector to support predictions in the following stages. Given the heatmaps from lower stage, we can easily infer the bounding box of human body. Sequentially the minimal region that contains whole body is cropped from the original image. Obviously the cropped image contains uttermost region of human body. As the blue-masked module shown in Fig. 2 , the cropped image pass through another feature pyramid stem. The feature maps from two FPSs are then merged as the input for the following stacked hourglasses. It should be noted that the two FPSs has exactly the same network structure but don't share parameters.
Cascade Voting Fusion
During Inference Stacked hourglass outputs heatmap at each stack. Previous works simply chooses the heatmap of last stack as final prediction [22, 29, 23, 4] . In our experiments, we found the heatmaps in different stages carry varied information. How to adaptively fuse these information is a key problem for improving accuracy of both easy and hard joints. We propose Cascade Voting Fusion module (CVF) to make use of the auxiliary heatmaps. Compared to the fusion method in [32] , the proposed CVF explicitly utilize visibility cues to exclude the deflected prediction and weighted merge the rest prediction for final accurate pose estimation. It should be noted that our fusion strategy can be easily built on most multistage pose estimation frameworks.
During Training To support the voting fusion, we add supervision with visibility during training.
The heatmap is generated according Gaussian-like distribution as e
, where σ is the standard deviation and the main energy (about 99.73%) is distributed in [-3σ, +3σ]. Obviously, larger σ results in the larger radius of main energy. In case of larger radius, the network can more easily learn heatmap but in lower accuracy. We classify visibility into three status: visible, occluded and outer. For visible joints, we set the heatmap with σ = 1 as supervision. In order to easily learn occluded joints, we set twice value for the σ = 2. And heatmap of all zeros is provided as supervision for outer joints.
Experiments
Datasets We evaluate our method on two representative benchmark datasets including MPII human pose dataset (MPII) [1] and extended Leeds Sports Poses (LSP) [12] . MPII consists of 25,000 images with over 40,000 annotated poses. We split training and validation sets following [17] . The LSP dataset consists of 11,000, training images and 1,000 testing ones from sport activities.
Data augmentation During training, the input image is cropped according to the approximate human center and scale, and warped to size 256 × 256. We augment the dataset by randomly scaling in [0.75, 1.25], rotation in [-60, +60] degree, horizontal flipping and color adjustment. As mentioned in section 3.1, we further mount the part texture from body parsing on the input image. For the wrong parsing results, we simply remove the misshapen parts which takes several hours by one person. During testing, we crop the image with the given rough body center and scale. For LSP dataset, the size and center of the image are utilized as rough scale and center.
Evaluation Criteria For fair comparison, we follow the common evaluation criteria. On the LSP dataset, we use the Percentage Correct Keypoints (PCK) to evaluate results as done in [32, 30] . For MPII, we use PCKh [1] , a modified version PCK, which normalize the distance errors with respect to the size of head.
Implementation Details The network is implemented on PyTorch with optimizer RMSProp. We train the network in 250 epochs and batch size is 20. The learning rate starts at 0.0005 and decrease by 2 times at 20 th , 50 th , 100 th , 150 th , 200 th epoch. Following [6, 30, 24, 22, 32] , a six different scale testing procedure is performed with horizontal flipping.
Results on MPII
Accuracy Tab. 1 lists our results on MPII test set. Our method yields result 92.9% PCKh@0.5, which is the highest on this dataset at the time of paper submission. It is noteworthy that, for the joints on symmetric body parts, including elbow, wrist, knee and ankle, our method achieve significant improvement compared to the state-of-the-art. It proves the effectiveness on resolving confusing texture resulted from symmetric appearance. Visualize In Fig. 4 , we visualize pose estimation of baseline 1 [24] and our model. The baseline model is confused by heavy occlusion, nearby person and symmetric appearance. Our model successfully resolve the confusing texture in the three challenging situations. As shown in col. 1 and 2 of Fig. 4 , the wrists are occluded and very limited hand / arm textures are exposed. The proposed Effective Region Extraction module help the network to see more details, and make it possible for following modules to learned the looming cues. Induced by the nearby person, as shown in col. 3 and 4 of Fig. 4 , the baseline model predict ankles on other person incorrectly. Our parsing-based data augmentation force the network to learn the ability of anti-confusing for nearby body parts. In addition, the proposed Cascade Voting Fusion module excludes the incorrect prediction to some extent and improve the accuracy of final prediction. When the symmetric similarity meets image degradation, in col. 5 and 6 of Fig. 4 , it's more difficult to distinguish the symmetric joints. In such cases, our Feature Pyramid Stem module learned stronger low-level feature from the input image and provide more useful information for final heatmap prediction. More results are available in supplementary material. 
Results on LSP
Tab. 1 shows our results on LSP test set. Following previous methods [6, 30] , we add the MPII training set to the extended LSP training set. Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art and still maintain our competitive edge on the symmetric human joints, elbow, wrist, knee and ankle. 
Conclusion
We presented Region-Aware Network (RANet) to effectively resolve the confusing texture in human pose estimation. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach. The success stems from parsing-based data augmentation and three novel modules, i.e., Feature Pyramid Stem (FPS), Effective Region Extraction (ERE) and Cascade Voting Fusion (CVF). FPS reinforce feature learning in lower stage which provides more useful information for the following heatmap prediction. ERE detect human body for free and extract the uttermost pixel region which help the network to see more details. CVF exclude the deflected predictions and adaptively fuse the rest prediction for more accurate pose estimation.
